
»Institut für Ausufernde Dramaturgien« (IfAD)

4-day residency at TanzFaktur Köln

July 12th-15th 2021
during the festival 

Sommerakademie at TanzFaktur 

OPEN CALL



The „Institut für Ausufernde Dramaturgien“ (IfAD, Institute for Proliferating Dramaturgies) opens a tem-
porary experimental space at TanzFaktur Köln and invites to play with dramaturgy/ies – as a framework, 
perspective, potential practice.

In discussions about dramaturgy, a commonly constructed opposition is that of inside versus outside, 
determined complicity versus outside eye, of a commitment either to fostering the artistic needs and 
concerns or those of the intended audiences. What might be a reflection on and an experiment with 
‚dramaturgy‘ in dance that does not focus on such dichotomies, nor on optimizing pieces to be pro-
duced; that does neither pin down dramaturgy to a position to be filled by one single person nor a to a 
crucial moment in time in the artistic process?

Driven by such questions, the IfAD offers 8 funded short(est) residencies for those interested in working 
in combined choreographic-dramaturgical couples to expand their individual working processes in 
dance and choreography by a dramaturgical perspective and/or want to co-design working processes 
from a dramaturgical perspective. 

The additional presence of 4 guests from various fields of practice, who will complement each couple 
for one day and will accompany them in the exploration of their research questions and materials, will 
offer occasions and possibilities for findings and con-fusions, detours and cross-references beyond 
routines and comfort zones. The design of these encounters is left entirely to the participants.

At the end of each open working day, during which the rotating trios will dedicate themselves to a 
material they have brought along with them, an idea that is only just emerging, or an ongoing research, 
there will be space of (co-)sharing opened up for interested audiences on site or via interactive livestre-
am, in which the emerging working practices, failures and experiment traces of the day will be exchan-
ged while commonly cooking our residents favorite stew-recipes. 

In its collective and interdisciplinary setting, the „Institut für Ausufernde Dramaturgien“ offers the chan-
ce to follow the interest in the ‘dramaturgy_dance’ constellation in relation to specific artistic concerns 
and projects, literally, in the interstices: in between practices and soup pots, unanswered questions and 
unasked answers, modes of working, competences, brought-along materials, curiosities and problems. 
Radical-empathetic and critical-reflexive. Intimate and daily accessible in the common sharings. But in 
any case: Proliferating in the best sense of the word.

WHAT THE IFAD OFFERS

› a 4-day short residency from July 12-15 2021 at TanzFaktur Köln, either for a single applicant that will 
be coupled into a choreographic-dramaturgical team for the time of the IfAD or as part of an already 
existing couple constellation, funded with 700 Euros.

›shared usage of a work/ studio space: The IfAD uses the newly renovated 280 sqm studio in the 
basement of the TanzFaktur. Depending on the previously communicated needs and research 
interests brought by the four couples, the divisible space will be used alternately, jointly or in rotation. 
The basement of TanzFaktur is not completeley accessible for wheelchair users. 

› Spoken languages will be English and German. Unfortunately, we cannot provide a sign language 
translation. If you have special accessibility needs or questions about general accessibility, please 
contact us at apply@tanzfaktur.eu.

› Accompaniment by and exchange about the brought materials with 4 guests of different artistic and 
non-artistic backgrounds we invite for the IfAD. Alexandra D‘Onofrio (visual anthropologist), Tobias 
Gralke (active in political education and theater maker), Olfa D’Angelo (physicist and space engineer) 
and Mijke van der Drift (philosopher of non-normative ethics, performance and video artist). 

› 4 public sharings in the evenings as a low-threshold communicative platform for sharing materials, 
questions, discussions while cooking and eating together.

› travel costs, accommodation, per diems

The feasibility of the format depends on the current pandemic situation. Since the quality of IfAD is ba-
sed on direct exchange, there will be no transfer to a digital-only format. If appropriate, a conversion to a 
hybrid format will be considered.



WHO CAN APPLY?

Applications are possible either 
› as an individual  
› or in choreographic-dramaturgical couples. 
Our call is aimed at artists who have no previous experience of incorporating a dramaturgical perspec-
tive into their work, or at already established ‚collaborators‘ who may not yet have applied the label 
‚dramaturgy‘ to their work. We are also happy to receive applications from choreographers who would 
like to reflect on and further develop their long-established working methods in interdisciplinary en-
counters. Couple applications can be based on the desire for a completely new working constellation 
as well as on an already existing, long-established working relationship. The common denominator is 
solely an interest in opening up and sharing ongoing artistic concerns in dia-, tria- and multilogues, in 
testing things out, becoming exuberant, ... 

HOW TO APPLY?

Please send us your application either as a couple or as an individual by May 28, 2021 to 
apply@tanzfaktur.eu
An application in text form is not always the best or most accessible way to present your artistic work 
and approach. Therefore, we would like to give you the opportunity to send one of the two application 
documents (except for the short biography) as a video recording, audio file, graphic format, mind map, 
etc., instead of handing in a text. Please make sure to hand in a manageable length/size.

APPLICATION AS A CHOREOGRAPHIC-DRAMATURGICAL COUPLE:

› Please describe briefly in the form of a short correspondence /exchange of ideas (up to 4 pages, 
8 minutes, or equivalent), and as specifically as possible what interests you about a choreographic-
dramaturgical dialogue in relation to your work, or how you would like to use the setting and possi-
bilities of IfAD for your artistic needs. What interests you about working together from a choreographic 
and/or dramaturgical perspective (in a fixed distribution of roles or as an open negotiation)? Would 
you like to deepen your existing collaboration or initiate a new collaboration with each other? What 
moves you at the moment: Are you right at the beginning of a conception phase, or already in the 
middle of a joint working process? What are the questions, concerns, experiments that you want to 
work on in the joint process? Formulate a short correspondence or exchange of thoughts in which you 
ask each other these questions and try to answer them.  

› Work samples (up to 5 pages, 10 min., o.e.): rehearsal scores, process documentations, pictures or 
other traces of your project work that give an impression of your working methods (instead of showing 
their final result): What problems do you encounter in these processes? What working structures are 
you interested in?

› Short biographies

INDIVIDUAL APPLICATION: 

For individual applications, please clearly mark which perspective - the choreographic or the dramatur-
gical - you would like to adopt as your stance during IfAD to be experimented with in the collaboration 
over the course of the week. You do not need to define yourself exclusively as a ‚choreographer‘ or 
‚dramaturge‘, but you signalize with which focus you would like to enter the process.

› Please describe in a letter / sketch of ideas (up to 3 pages, 4 min., o.e.) briefly and as specifically as 
possible what interests you about a choreographic-dramaturgical dialogue in relation to your work, or 
how you would like to use the setting and the possibilities of IfAD for your artistic needs. Address your 
questions directly to your (yet unknown) couple partner and formulate wishes for the collaboration: 
What choreographic-dramaturgical perspective(s) would you like to adopt for the time of IfAD and (re)
test on the basis of your previous work experiences? What moves you at the moment: Are you at the 
beginning of a new conception phase or in the middle of an active working process? What are ques-
tions, artistic concerns, experiments, from your previous or current project work that you want to bring 
into the process? 

› Work samples  (up to 5 pages, 10 min., o.e.): Rehearsal scores, process documentation, pictures or 
other traces of your project work that give an impression of your working methods (instead of showing 
their final result): What problems do you encounter in these processes? What working structures are 
you interested in? If it seems more applicable, instead of writing two texts about your residency ideas 
and process materials, you have the option to substitute one of them by sending in a video or audio 
format of appropriate length.

› Short biography


